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BLACK & WHITE VERSION In 2014 there was an explosion in the number of cryptocurrencies.
Bitcoin was the 1st decentralised cryptocurrency developed in 2008 and subsequently

launched on the 3rd of January 2009. These were released to everyone as a consequence of
the inspirational, innovative and intriguing work of Satoshi Nakamoto, the founder of Bitcoin. It
is therefore an introduction (nontechnical) or a useful historical reference reserve for novices. It

is not really a fully comprehensive background of cryptocurrency, nonetheless it covers the
mayor historical occasions of most 38 coins. Simply put, I hope to give the reader a knowledge

of what cryptocurrencies are, where they come from and how they could be used. You may
already be familiar with cryptocurrency or you may be curious to find out what they are all

about. This book is for individuals who would like understand the basic premise of
cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrencies included are: Anoncoin, Auroracoin, Bitcoin, Blackcoin,
Britcoin, Colossuscoin, Crypto Bullion, Darkcoin, Gemstone, Digibyte, Digitalcoin, Dogecoin,
Fastcoin, Feathercoin, Fedoracoin, Franko, Goldcoin, Hobonickels, Infinitecoin, Kittehcoin,

Leafcoin, Litecoin, Maxcoin, Mazacoin, Megacoin, Mintcoin, Mooncoin, Nxt, Peercoin, Primecoin,
Quark, Reddcoin, Saturn2coin, Tagcoin, Topcoin2, Ultracoin, Worldcoin and Zetacoin.
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The most important digital currency history book ever written! Chris Thompson is a diligent
researcher and excellent writer. I can only imagine the countless hours he will need to have
spent researching this interesting volume. Anyone interested in learning about the colorful
history of the altcoin underground should think about buying this book.. Will need to have for
any cryptocurrency investor, researcher, and simply general fanatic. This author does an
incredible job along with his writing. I have been into Bitcoin since I was 14 and frequently
discover myself using this book for investments and my YouTube channel. Would buy once
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again.. It has alot of very important insight in to the world of altcoins. Where to start. Great
Read for CryptoCurrency Enthusiast I absolutely love this book. This book is awesome. Great
introduction piece to the world of digital currencies with all the main Bitcoin alternatives
covered, many offering great possibilities for the wily trader.
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